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COLONEL  MILITARY  POSITION  DESCRIPTION  (MPD)
MPD NUMBER (10-digit):
UMD POSITION NUMBER (10-digit):
CID (2-digit):
ORG TYPE (2-digit):
AFSC:
STATUS OF POSITION REQUEST
Complete the following section if the request is:
REALIGNMENT OF COL GRADE
NEW COL GRADE
UMD POSITION NUMBER of COL grade offset (10-digit):
UMD POSITION NUMBER used to fund the new COL grade (10-digit):
SOURCE DOCUMENT TITLE AND DATE DIRECTING GRADE (If applicable):
SECTION I  POSITION INFORMATION
FOR JOINT DUTY POSITIONS ONLY
DUTY TITLE:
Nominative Position
Rotational Position
KEY DUTIES, TASKS, AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
PRINCIPLE SUBORDINATES:
REQUIRED KEY CONTACTS:
RESOURCES:
PLANNING:
RATER'S TITLE:
RATER'S GRADE:
SECTION II  ORGANIZATION
UNIT/ACTIVITY NAME  (Do not abbreviate):
MANDATORY ORG CHART INCLUDED:
YES
COMMAND NAME:
INSTALLATION & LOCATION KIND:
LOCATION  (State or Country Name):
PAS CODE (4-digit):
OSC:
FAC (6-digit):
PEC (9-digit):
API CODE  (If applicable):
PARENT UNIT/ACTIVITY NAME (Do not abbreviate):
PARENT PAS CODE (4-digit):
AUTHORIZED END-STRENGTH  (Funded Positions):
UNIT MISSION  (Narrative format):
OFF
ENL
CIV
CONT
TOT
NAME, GRADE, and TIILE OF MAJCOM A1M or EQUIVALENT COORDINATION  AND SIGNATURE (or designated representative):
DATE:
HAF FUNCTIONAL MANAGER COMMENTS (Narrative Format):
DATE:
NAME, GRADE, AND TITLE OF HAF FUNCTIONAL MANAGER  AND SIGNATURE (or designated representative):
PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE
AF FORM 81A,20130514 V1,
Click to sign
Click to sign
CMD (3-digit):
FORM INSTRUCTIONS
The top row of data should reflect the currently approved colonel requirement. The subsequent sections will reflect the proposed position data elements.
CID
Year of Review
Sequence Nbr
Funding
NOT USED
Digits
1-2
3-4
5-7
8
9-10
STATUS OF POSITION REQUEST
Use this section when one of the following conditions apply:
SECTION I - POSITION INFORMATION
 List primary contacts within/out of chain of command (other MAJCOM headquarters, OSD, foreign governments, etc.); specific level of contact  (Vice Commander/Director, etc.).
REQUIRED KEY CONTACTS:
SECTION II - ORGANIZATION
It consists of the following data elements:
OPERATING LOCATION NUMBER: A designation that identifies the operating location assigned to a detachment or Parent Unit.
is comprised of the ORG_NO, ORGN_KIND, ORGN_TYPE, DET_NO, and the OPER_LOC_NO.
arranges manpower into functional areas similar to Office Symbol codes Mandatory attribute on all records in MPES.
The clear text title of the parent unit, no abbreviations.
PARENT UNIT/ACTIVITY NAME:
It consists of the following data elements:
OPERATING LOCATION NUMBER: A designation that identifies the operating location assigned to a detachment or Parent Unit.
PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE
AF FORM 81A,20130514 V1,
CID -   COMMAND IDENTIFIER [2-digit ]: Air Force code used to represent the MAJCOM/DRU/FOA responsible for the position.
CMD -   COMMAND CODE [3-digit ]: Common 3-letter abbreviation used to represent the MAJCOM/DRU/FOA.
ORG TYP -  ORGANIZATION TYPE [2-digit]: Identifies the unit's organization level-prescribed in AFI 38-101, chapter 2.
AFSC -  AFSC PREFIX & AFSC (1-digit + 5/6-digit).
Air Force Specialty Prefix (POSCO Prefix): Single digit alpha code used with basic AFSC to identify significant skills required for the job but not restricted to a single Air Force Specialty.
Air Force Specialty Code (POSCO): Five-digit alpha numeric field that identifies the Air Force Specialty and where applicable, an additional one-digit Air Force Specialty suffix.
Nominative/Rotational Position:  (For Joint Duty Positions ONLY). If this is a joint position indicate if this billet is filled by a nominative or is a rotational billet between military services.
KEY DUTIES, TASKS, AND RESPONSIBILITIES:  Narrative description of principal subordinates, required contacts, authority, and resources that warrant the requested grade.
PRINCIPLE SUBORDINATES:  Positions by title, rank, or grade (GS, WG, or ES for civilians) that report directly to incumbent. Subordinates can only report to one person (e.g., director,
                               but not deputy director).
RESOURCES:  State in measureable terms, authorized personnel and financial resources position is accountable for and has signatory control over. NOTE: Only a commander or vice
                   commander of an operational wing receives credit for aerospace vehicle resources, which is stated in terms of primary aircraft authorized (PAA).
PLANNING:  Identify extent of planning, both long/short-term; include scope and significance of planning.
RATER’S TITLE:  Clear text title of the rater of the position under consideration.
RATER’S GRADE:  Rater’s pay grade.
UNIT MISSION:  A narrative description describing the mission of the unit where the position is located.
NAME, GRADE, AND TITLE OF COMMAND MANPOWER OFFICE COORDINATION AND SIGNATURE AND DATE:  This should identify the command A1M or equivalent office signature block.
NAME, GRADE, AND TITLE OF HAF FUNCTIONAL MANAGER AND SIGNATURE AND DATE: AF Functional Authority signature block.
SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS: Submit completed form to AF/A1MR Workflow for processing.
DUTY TITLE: Clear text duty title of the position under consideration.
UNIT/ACTIVITY NAME:   The clear text title of the unit, no abbreviations.
MPD NUMBER  (MPDN) [10-digit ]: Control number assigned by AFPC/MAPS for validated colonel positions for use in MPES and correspondence.
UMD POSITION NUMBER (POSN) [10-digit]: 8 digit POSN + 2-digit CID.
REALIGNMENT OF COL GRADE: Check this box when realigning an existing colonel grade to another unit.
UMD POSITION NUMBER of COL grade offset: This is the POSN the colonel grade is being realigned to.
NEW COL GRADE:   Check this box when creating a new colonel grade requirement.
UMD POSITION NUMBER   used to fund the new COL grade :   This is the POSN of an authorization used to fund the new colonel requirement.
SOURCE DOCUMENT TITLE AND DATE DIRECTING GRADE:   Document directing the grade on this position description, if applicable.
ORGANIZATION NUMBER: Number assigned to Air Force units normally used to group units within a wing, group or organization. Not all units have a number. If the unit is not numbered 		      it will be 0000.
ORGANIZATION KIND:  Identifies the unit's nomenclature, describing the unit's assigned mission.
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Identifies the unit's organization level. Prescribed in AFI 38-101.
DETACHMENT NUMBER: Identifies part of a unit that is geographically separated from its parent unit. A number beginning with 001 that identifies each detachment assigned to a parent 		   unit.
ORG CHART INCLUDED: Org charts are mandatory for all positions and should include the O/E/C/T of each level and reflect at least one level above and up to two levels below
                                the colonel position identified.
COMMAND NAME - 3-digit:  Command abbreviation that represents the command ID. Clear text title of the command (may use abbreviation at the end but not in place of command title).
INSTALLATION & LOCATION KIND :  Name of the installation where the unit resides and the kind (e.g., AFB, AFS, AIN, etc.).
LOCATION   (State/Country Abbreviation): 2-5 character abbreviation for the state/country title.
PAS CODE  (PERSONNEL ACCOUNTING SYMBOL CODE)   4-digit:  Code used to identify Air Force units within MPES.  This code is further defined by the Unit Organization identifier which
OSC  (OFFICE SYMBOL CODE): Identifies the internal organization of a unit’s work center/office where a workload requirement has been validated, a.k.a., office symbol.
FAC  (FUNCTIONAL ACCOUNT CODE) 6-digit:  An area of an organization that performs specific duties within a broader operation, such as logistics, civil engineers, operations, etc. -
PEC (PROGRAM ELEMENT CODE) 9-digit: An element of the DoD Defense Program representing a combination of personnel, equipment, and facilities which together constitute a specific
identifiable military capability or support activity (for example, a B-52 squadron). A description of a mission by the identification of the organizational entities and resources needed to
perform the assigned mission. Resources consist of forces, manpower, materiel quantities, and costs, as applicable.  The program element is the basic building block of the
Future Years Defense Program.
API CODE  (AIRCREW POSITION IDENTIFIER) 1-digit:  Code used to identify rated/enlisted aircrew positions.
ORGANIZATION NUMBER:  Number assigned to Air Force units normally used to group units within a wing, group or organization. Not all units have a number. If the unit is not numbered 	                            it will be 0000.
ORGANIZATION KIND: Identifies the unit's nomenclature, describing the unit's assigned mission.
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Identifies the unit's organization level. Prescribed in AFI 38-101.
DETACHMENT NUMBER: Identifies part of a unit that is geographically separated from its parent unit. A number beginning with 001 that identifies each detachment assigned to a parent 		   unit.
PARENT PAS CODE  (PERSONNEL ACCOUNTING SYMBOL CODE)4-digit:  See PAS CODE above for description.
AUTHORIZED END-STRENGTH: Funded positions for the next fiscal year, by category, i.e., Officer, Enlisted, Civilian, Contractor (if applicable), and Total; found on the Unit Manpower
                               Document (UMD).
Command A1M signature (scan as PDF) or electronic signature or use //SIGNED//
Date requirement was signed by the command A1M or equivalent office
HAF FUNCTIONAL MANAGER COMMENTS: Self-explanatory.  (Note: If no comments it is assumed functional manager concurs with this request upon entering signature).
This should identify the functional manager or equivalent office signature (scan as PDF) or electronic signature or use //SIGNED//
Date requirement was reviewed by the Functional Manager.
8.2.1.3158.1.475346.466429
	ACTION: Col Grade Realignment; check this box if realigning an existing COL grade. This will typically not require an offset unless realigning an unfunded position.: 0
	ACTION: New Col Grade; check here only if this is a new requirement - this will typically be an unfunded position requiring a funded offset.: 0
	1. In manpower, a position in which the incumbent is selected from Service nominees rather than assigned to a specified Service. 2. In personnel, the term nominative position refers to the practice of providing several candidates for a position from which the commander or director may choose the one deemed most qualified. CJSCI 1001.01A: 0
	A position filled by different Services or nations on a sequential basis.: 0
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